Introduction
This paper is concerned with the asymptotic formula • 00.
providing, of course, that y ^ x. (This is better, by a factor log x, than one would obtain directly from the error term in the Prime Number Theorem.) Thus, at present, the best that we can reasonably hope to prove would be that (1.1) holds for x^y^x, for any fixed 5 > 1/2. As is well known, this would follow from the Density Hypothesis, and so a fortiori from the Lindel f Hypothesis. However the best unconditional bound to date is due to Huxley [6] , who showed that (1.1) holds uniformly for x d^y^x , for any fixed B > 7/12. Huxley's work built on foundations laid by Hoheisel [5] , who was the first to obtain an exponent #<1, by Ingham [8] , who connected the problem with (N σ, T), the zero density function for ζ (s), and by Montgomery [11] , who showed how a method of Halasz could be used to get good boimds for N (σ, Τ).
Our goal is to provide an alternative to the arguments developed by the above authors, and to prove the following modest improvement of Huxley's result. [10] , who proved that one may take θ = 13/23. The techniques of the present paper lead to a much smaller improvement over θ = 7/12. However, a modification of the method is possible, which appears to permit values of 9 s small s 11/20. Some of this work was described in Heath-Brown [3] and [4] . Indeed the present paper is somewhat overdue, in that it gives, for the first time, details of assertions made at a number of Conferences, starting in 1979. It is hoped to present details of the investigations for 5 < 7/12 in a further paper.
The work of Iwaniec and Jutila alluded to above used the linear sieve, with the bilinear form for the remainder sum (see Iwaniec [9] ). This was coupled with bounds for the function N (σ, T) and with simple mean-value estimates for Dirichlet polynomials. Thus a considerable amount of established theory went into the method. By contrast the present paper is much more self-contained. (This is by way of excuse for its considerable length.)
The proof of the theorem is based on a new sieve identity, and is related to the methods used by Vinogradov [15] , Chapter 9, and Heath-Brown [2] . This new identity has the advantage that it decomposes a sum over primes into a number of terms, each of which has a natural arithmetic significance. Hence, if such a term cannot be estimated asymptotically, its sign may nonetheless be determined. Terms of the appropriate sign may then be discarded, to obtain upper and lower bounds for the original sum. Further discussion of the ideas involved in the proof will be postponed to the relevant sections. The initial stages of the argument will be developed in greater generality than is necessary for the proof of the theorem, with a view to possible extensions of this work.
Most of the notation of the paper is self-explanatory. We shall assume throughout that χ is sufficiently large, and we shall write for brevity.
Decomposition into Dirichlet polynomials
We shall work with the interval </=(χ -y, x], with x i/2^y^^x . All our estimates will be uniform in y. We use a parameter z satisfying i i
where fc 0 is a positive integer fixed throughout, so that implied constants may depend on fc 0 . We will in fact take fc 0 = 7 in proving the theorem. The identity on which the method is based is then where a(n) is 0 or l according s n has a prime factor p<z or not (save that a(l) is defined to be 0). Since (2.5) (α«)Π(*)-ΐ)*= Σ «*(«)«".
where a k (ri) is the /c-fold Dirichlet convolution of a(n\ we deduce that a k (n) = 0 unless n^z k and p^z for every prime factor p of M. It follows from (2. 1) that there are no terms n~s in (2.2), with n e./, corresponding to exponents fc^/c 0 . Henceforth we consider only the terms with k<k 0 .
At this point it may be informative to compare the identity given above with that employed by Heath-Brown [2] , namely
and z is in the r nge (2. 1). By an argument similar to that just used, one sees that the final summand in (2. 6) contains no terms with n ^ x. Consequently, to estimate π(χ) -π (χ -y) it suffices to examine the contribution arising from expressions of the form
This was done in [2] by using Perron's formula coupled with mean-value bounds for products of Dirichlet polynomials. If z is chosen appropriately one can deal satisfactorily with any term (2.7), providing that x^^y^x for some constant 9 > 7/1 2. However if 9 < 7/12 then the product (2. 7) with k = 6 presents insuperable problems. As we shall see, the analysis for the identity (2. 2) is similar in principle (though there are considerable additional technical difficulties), and again it is only the expression (2. 5) with k = 6 which causes problems. However, since this term makes a non-positive contribution to (2. 2) one may derive an upper bound k<k0 neS ΛΦ6 using (2. 4). Here only manageable terms appear. Moreover, we shall also see that the discarded quantity \ Σ *6(") 6 " e ,/ is rather small, if z and y are chosen suitably. Thus one obtains also a lower bound for n(x)-n(x-y). It would not have been possible to argue in a similar way with the identity (2. 6), since we do not know the sign of the contribution made by the product (2. 7).
One advantage of the identity (2. 6) is that it readily gives one a product of Dirichlet polynomials to which Perron's formula can be applied. A fair amount of preliminary work is needed before (2. 2) can be treated in a similar manner. The first step is to remove (essentially) those factors from Y\ (s) which correspond to small primes. This is the famili r Situation in which an application of a "fundamental lemma" is made, to remove small prime divisors. Thus we write Πο<*>=Π ι-. ΓΜΉ Π p< Zl \ P / zi^P< where 3 ^ z i < z, and we replace
where z 2 = z\, τ ^2. When z x and τ are suitably chosen there is little loss in doing this. We shall prove (in § 5): 
Lemma 3, together with the factorisations (2. 1 3) -(2. 16), gives the required decomposition into Dirichlet polynomials. In the product (2. 7) the number of factors is 2fe, which is absolutely bounded. In contrast there are 2/i-f / factors in W (s), and / may be large. This produces some technical difficulties, but these can be overcome if / is prevented from growing too rapidly.
3. The case k ;g 5
We continue our outline of the proof by describing how we deal with the sum y e Λ (π) = ν say, when h ^5. Our principal tool for doing this is Perron's formula, coupled with a mean-value bound, given by Lemma 8. However it turns out that this approach will fail if some factor Xi(s) of W (s) has X t almost s large s x. Thus we first consider separately the case in which W(s) has a factor X(s) with X^x 112 . Here we write where ]T' denotes restriction to those m for which W (s; m, h) has a factor X(s) witĥ i^* 1/2 . In order to estimate the contribution of the error terms in (3. 2) we shall use the following bound, which will be proved in § 5.
Lemma 4. Lei d k (n) be the coefficient of n~s in
In §6 we shall apply this to prove:
There exists E l (x 9 h\ depending possibly on x,h,z,z 1 and τ, but independent of y, such that
for x^^y^^x.
We turn now to the estimation of Σ i n the case when all factors
ii2 . Here we shall write Σ" f°r the corresponding sum over m. Our starting point is the integral formula l 2
\-iTo
where E t = 0 or l according s 0<f<l or t ^ 1. We therefore have sf. .))
In order to estimate the contribution of the error terms we shall require the following bound, which will be proved in § 5.
Lemma 6. Lei d k (ri) be s in Lemma 4. Then
say, then the first error term in (3. 3) contributes to
To estimate this we use the following (see, for example, Shiu [13] ).
Lemma 7. Let δ be any positive constant and let k be any positive integer. Then uniformly for u d^v^u .
The terms of (3.6) for which n^-^x or n^fx may be broken into ranges u<n^2u, to each of which Lemma 7 may be applied with v = u. Such n therefore contribute in total. The terms with 2 r~1 <\x-n\^2 r similarly produce i for each r with x 2^2r <^x, since t \x-n\ log -» --i Finally, the terms with |x-n|<cx 2 contribute χ χ -v Clearly, similar estimates hold when log -is replaced by log in (3. 6). Thus the sum (3. 5) is
We now use a mean-value bound:
There is a constant C 0 > 0 s follows. Define This will be proved in § § 7-9. The lemma has been stated with s weak hypotheses on z l9 τ and T s is reasonably possible. This should clarify the rationale behind our eventual choice of parameters. We remark that one can prove an analogous result for h = 6, with T in the r nge 3^T^x 5/12~^, δ being an arbitrary positive constant. However this r nge is too short for our purpose, since it corresponds to taking y^x 7/12+(5 . We remark also that for suitable z and h ^4 the r nge for T may be extended to 3^g Thus Ν Ί <ζ$χ, according to (3.4) , and the error term in (3.7) is just 0(<?χ/Γ 0 ), by (3.14).
We now combine the various results of this section to obtain 
The case k = 6
The terms a 6 (n) will be dealt with via mean-value estimates analogous to Lemma 8. However, in order to get s good an error term s possible, a more careful analysis is needed.
We recall that Thus, if n^x, then a 6 (n) is the coefficient of n~s in P (s) 6 . We now introduce a Parameter z 3 satisfying z^z 3^x 1/6 , and we defme
Moreover we take b 6 (n) to be the coefficient of n~s in P* (s) 6 . On writing P* (s) = P (s) -P* (s) we see that a 6 (n) -b 6 (ri) is the coefficient of n~s in P (s) 6 -P* (s) 6 = (P f (s) + P* (s)) 6 -P* (s) uniformly for 3 ^ Γ^ Γ 2 , w/zere 77 z's given by (3. 8).
The proof of this is given in § 10. The most important term in the above estimate i -IX is As we shall see later, the fact that one only has a power of ^ here (rather than the power of ^ which occurs in Lemma 8) enables one to take z 3 very close to x 1/6 , at least for y^x 1112 . If J5? 65 were replaced by a power of <?, one would end up with a theorem of the same type s (1. 2), but with the exponent 4 replaced by a very much smaller one. It is the fact that P (s; m) has only 6 factors, while, in Lemma 8, W (s; m, h) has 2 h -l·/ factors, which enables us to get sharper bounds in the case k = 6.
In applying Lemma 11 we again use the estimates (3. 12), but with 7\ replaced by a new parameter T 3 for some function F(x) dependent only on χ, ζ and z 3 .
We combine this result with that of Lemma 10, choosing z = x 19/12°. Then (3.9) holds (taking α = 1/120), s does (4.2). Moreover, we have z^z 3^x 1/6 , providing that 7/12-i/24o ^2v On taking v = 3000, we deduce: 
Then there is a function £(x, w), independent of y, such that
We have now gone s far s we can in estimating terms asymptotically. Present techniques appear to be unable to handle the terms b 6 (n). However, it is possible to give upper and lower bound for the sum say. On the one hand we have To estimate Σ (χ, w) from above we shall use a sieve method. We begin by writing whence V(x, w)= V cAn}= Υ CA(m)c 2 (n).
We note that c 2 (n)^2 for all n, and that c 2 (n) = Q unless p^w for each prime factor p of n. We now take si to be the set of positive integers n, with non-negative weights
We then have in the usual notation of sieve theory.
In order to apply the Seiberg sieve we need the following bound, which will be proved in § 11. The estimate corresponding to Lemma 13 would then require the investigation of a mean-value integral of the same type äs in Lemma 11, but without the restriction V ^z 3 . The problem encountered here would be exactly that with which we are unable to deal satisfactorily in Lemma 11, namely the case in which V l9 ... 9 V 6 are all roughly x 1/6 . Thus there is no hope at present of obtaining the conjectured improvement of Lemma 14. In effect the difficulty is overcome by replacing two factors P e (s) of P (s; m) by a single factor of the type X b (s) given by (2. 9).
It remains to determine £(x, w). We shall do this by using (4. 7) for say. For such a value of 3; we may take any w in the r nge , The theorem now follows on taking
S. Elementary lemmas
In this section we prove Lemmas 1,2,4,6 and 9. Our main tool in establishing Lemma l is the following. for any suitable complex valued function /(n), whereas the usual fundamental lemmas, coming from the Brun, Seiberg or Rosser sieves, would require f(n) to be real and nonnegative. These more sophisticated sieves give better error estimates, but the bound given by Lemma 15 suffices for our purposes.
For the proof we use induction on n. Clearly the lemma holds for n= 1. Thus we shall assume the result is true for n, and prove it for p n. We may suppose that p<z 1 and p/fn, for otherwise there is nothing to do. Now On writing v = dw and wu = w, we now find that
We may now apply Lemma 7, which shows that (5. 5) is
for any R^l. Lemma l then follows, on taking R = τ (loglog z^" 1 .
We move now to the proof of Lemma 2. We begin by noting that the coefficients of n~s in each of ζ (s) 
Proof of Lemma 5
In this section we shall use (3. 2) in conjunction with Lemmas 4 and 7 to prove Lemma 5. It is the second error term of (3. 2) which causes the most difficulty, and here the arithmetic nature of the constant oc 0 , appearing in the definition of x 0 , plays a crucial r le.
We shall take
which is clearly independent of y. Thus the leading term on the right hand side of (3. for the corresponding contribution to (6.1). However if X is large, of size roughly equal to x, then it might seem that a single term on the right of (6.1) could yield a contribution of order y, and this is too large for Lemma 5. We avoid this by the method introduced in Heath-Brown [2] , §3. If the inner sum on the right of (6.1) is non-empty, then there is an n such that nJf = x-h0(y). Since X=z2~ba 0 x for some integer b we deduce that a 0 = 2 b /w-hO(yx~1). However, if we choose a 0 = J/2, for example, then it is an elementary fact of Diophantine approximation that
for all non-zero integers p, q. It follows, with this choice of a 0 , that yx~1^>n~2 whenever the inner sum on the right of (6. 1) is non-empty. Thus, in addition to the condition X^y 3/2 x~1 /2 , we may suppose that X<^:(yx) 1/2 . Since d 3h^l (n)nw e now find that the corresponding contribution to (6. 1) is (maxX) 2 4 s required. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.
Preliminaries for the proof of Lemma 8
In this section we begin the estimation of y w (-+it] 
XM Z di (s).
We now bound J 1 by a sum over O (T) well spaced points £". That is to say, we have where T^t n^2 T, and (7.4) We have the trivial bounds Lemma 16. There is a set ^(D, E) of points t n e [f 2 Γ], satisfying (7. 4), (7. 6) and (7. 7), such that Το bound #y(D, E) we shall use the mean-value theorem of Montgomery [11] , Theorem 7.3, (taking 0 = 1, χ = 1, δ = 1), and the Hal sz method in the form due to Huxley [7] , p. 117, (with a trivial modification to deal with the weaker spacing condition (7. 4)). These results may be expressed s follows. We shall require bounds for K(s) = Xi(s) or Z^s), better than the trivial estimates (7. 5). We deal with Z f (s) only, the treatment of X t (s) being similar. Our starting point is the formula This follows from the analysis of Titchmarsh [14] , Theorem 3. 11, in conjunction with the Vinogradov-Korobov estimate in the form given by Richert [12] . We may therefore move the line of Integration in (7. 11) 
Every factor X t (s) of W^(s) has X f^x 1/2 , the alternative case having been covered by Lemma 5. Hence W^s) cannot consist of a single factor X t (s) 9 but must have at least one other factor K (s), to which Lemma 19 may be applied. We therefore see that if (7. 10) holds we will have Hence Lemma 16, in conjunction with the trivial bound (7. 9), yields the following. by (3. 13) . Thus JS? 0 5+ +J «:(f. Hence (7. 13) at once yields the required conclusion (3. 11), by (7. 3) . Note that, in order to get a non-trivial bound for J x , it is crucial to know that W l (s) consists of X^s) and at least one other factor. It is exactly this point which necessitates separate consideration, in Lemma 5, of the case in which some X t is particularly large.
Lemma 8: Large factors of W l (s)
In this section we dispose of the case in which some factor of W t (s) is particularly large. It will be apparent from the proof of our result, Lemma 21, that a similar bound may be obtained in more general circumstances. Specifically, one may replace the hypotheses (3. 9) and (3.10) by the conditions providing that one substitutes the exponents l --β l η and l --β ] for -andin (8.9).
We take K(s) = X i (s) or Z t (s) to be a factor of W±(s\ and we let K = 2X i or 2Z i9 and JT = D f or E i9 accordingly. We write JT in the form Jf = Κ σ~1/2 . By a "large" value of Jf we shall mean that σ ^5/6. However this condition will not be imposed until later. We now suppose that Lemma 20 is inapplicable, so that either ) and so may be included in the right hand side of (8. 9) . Note also that the estimate (8. 9) holds even when the bound (7. 13) applies. As in § 7 we have so that Lemma 21 yields (3.11), when φ^-.
6
9. The proof of Lemma 8 We now complete the proof of Lemma 8. According to Lemma 20 and 21 we may suppose that (7. 12) holds whenever Lemma 20 is applied, and that φ ig 5/6. Otherwise we already have a satisfactory bound for J x . Under these assumptions we shall establish a bound of the form (9.1) ' for an appropriate constant γ > 0. for any value of K = -X,·, and If we replace (9. 7) by the stronger condition (9.9) then (9. 8) increases with σ, and since we are assuming that σ ίί -, we conclude that 6
Thus (9. 1) holds if (9.10) We turn now to the case in which some X t (s) has Χ^χ ι/6+ί and σ^φ -ε. Then (8. 5) may be strengthened to (9.11) ~~"T hus (9. 2), (9. 4) and (9. 6) yield
Since T 0 12/5^x , by (3. 10), we conclude that
for φ ^ 7/12. On the other band, if φ <; 7/12 we merely combine (9.2) and (9. 11) with the trivial bound (7. 9). This again yields Hence (9. 1) holds if (9.12)
We have now disposed of all cases in which some X t (s) has X i '^x 1/6+s . Since i=l and h ^ 5, we may therefore assume that (This is the key point at which the condition h ^ 5 is needed.) If with ψ^φ -ε we may argue s in the proof of (9. 12), replacing (9. 11) by the estimate
We then find that (9. 1) holds providing that / 1 ε (9.14) y<mini--β,--β-6δε).
Finally, if (9. 13) holds with ψ^φ-ε, then some factor Z^s) has σ^ιρ^φ~ε. We therefore combine (8. 5), (9. 2) and (9. 6) to give (9.15) According to (3.9) and (3. 10) we have T 0 2 z^x providing that To ensure that conditions (9. 7), (9. 9), (9. 10), (9. 12), (9. 14), (9. 16) and (9. 17) allow a positive choice of y, we must insist that Here β -α/106, ε = α/7 is an admissible choice, and the proof of Lemma 8 is complete.
Proof of Lemma 11
The proof of Lemma 11 will use the techniques laid down in § §7-9, taking advantage of the fact that P (s; m) is a product of only 6 factors P e (s). We shall write It now follows, äs in the proof of (8. 7) and (9. The fourth power moment for £(1/2+ ii) (see, for example, Titchmarsh [14] , (7.6.1)) yields Lemma 13 now follows, on choosing ρ sufficiently small.
